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Outline

• Successful ΛCDM model on large-scales 

• Possible “small scale problem” @ ≲10 kpc

• Alternative models: e.g., WDM, SIDM, FDM, … 

• Complication of gastrophysics — do we really 
need alternative DM ?



Evidence of Dark Matter

• Galaxy clusters — ~80% of mass is dark (Zwicky ’33)  

• Galaxy rotation curves  (Rubin & Ford ’70) 

• Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) (angular power spec) 

• Structure formation — P(k), galaxy clustering, Ly-α forest 

• Gravitational lensing (strong & weak) 

• Bullet Cluster  (Markevich+’02; Clowe+’06) 

• ……

and its success on large scales (≳10 kpc)
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timation method in its entirety, but it should be equally
valid.

7.3. Comparison to other results

Figure 35 compares our results from Table 3 (modeling
approach) with other measurements from galaxy surveys,
but must be interpreted with care. The UZC points may
contain excess large-scale power due to selection function
effects (Padmanabhan et al. 2000; THX02), and the an-
gular SDSS points measured from the early data release
sample are difficult to interpret because of their extremely
broad window functions. Only the SDSS, APM and angu-
lar SDSS points can be interpreted as measuring the large-
scale matter power spectrum with constant bias, since the
others have not been corrected for the red-tilting effect
of luminosity-dependent bias. The Percival et al. (2001)
2dFGRS analysis unfortunately cannot be directly plotted
in the figure because of its complicated window functions.

Figure 36 is the same as Figure 35, but restricted to a
comparison of decorrelated power spectra, those for SDSS,
2dFGRS and PSCz. Because the power spectra are decor-
related, it is fair to do “chi-by-eye” when examining this
Figure. The similarity in the bumps and wiggles between

Fig. 35.— Comparison with other galaxy power spectrum measure-
ments. Numerous caveats must be borne in mind when interpreting
this figure. Our SDSS power spectrum measurements are those from
Figure 22, corrected for the red-tilting effect of luminosity dependent
bias. The purely angular analyses of the APM survey (Efstathiou
& Moody 2001) and the SDSS (the points are from Tegmark et al.
2002 for galaxies in the magnitude range 21 < r∗ < 22 — see also
Dodelson et al. 2002) should also be free of this effect, but rep-
resent different mixtures of luminosities. The 2dFGRS points are
from the analysis of HTX02, and like the PSCz points (HTP00) and
the UZC points (THX02) have not been corrected for this effect,
whereas the Percival et al. 2dFGRS analysis should be unafflicted
by such red-tilting. The influential PD94 points (Table 1 from Pea-
cock & Dodds 1994), summarizing the state-of-the-art a decade ago,
are shown assuming IRAS bias of unity and the then fashionable
density parameter Ωm = 1.

Fig. 36.— Same as Figure 35, but restricted to a comparison
of decorrelated power spectra, those for SDSS, 2dFGRS and PSCz.
The similarity in the bumps and wiggles between the three power
spectra is intriguing.

Fig. 37.— Comparison of our results with other P (k) constraints.
The location of CMB, cluster, lensing and Lyα forest points in this
plane depends on the cosmic matter budget (and, for the CMB,
on the reionization optical depth τ), so requiring consistency with
SDSS constrains these cosmological parameters without assumptions
about the primordial power spectrum. This figure is for the case of a
“vanilla” flat scalar scale-invariant model with Ωm = 0.28, h = 0.72
and Ωb/Ωm = 0.16, τ = 0.17 (Spergel et al. 2003; Verde et al. 2003,
Tegmark et al. 2003b), assuming b∗ = 0.92 for the SDSS galaxies.

Tegmark 2004



“Back-bone of structure”

``Concordance ΛCDM model ”

• Successful on large-scales

• Can we understand galaxy 
formation in this context?
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Galaxy Correlation Function & Bias

Davis+’85

only 323 N-body!!

CDM simulation can explain galaxy clustering
w/ the idea of “bias” 
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small scale P(k)?



Small-scale problems of ΛCDM?
• Cusp-Core problem: simulations predicting too steep 

inner halo profile 

• Missing satellites problem: too much substructure? 

• Too-big-to-fail problem: over-abundance of massive 
substructures that could host gals after reionization (but not 
observed in MW-satellites) 

• Void phenomenon: gals in voids are too normal? 

• Satellites plane problem: satellites aligned in a plane for 
both MW and Andromeda  

• …. 

Flores & Primack ’94;  Moore '94

Klypin+’99;  Moore+’99

Boylan-Kolchin+’11



Dark matter halo cusp
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile (NFW ’96)

(Bullock+’01)

But observed dwarf gals tend to have flat cores.
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin ‘17

a≃0.1



Observed dwarf galaxy rotation curve

LITTLE THINGS survey
(Oh+’15)



Cuspy profile not universal?

Boylan-Kolchin & Ma

Fukushige+’14



Madau+’14

(Results of zoom-in hydro sim.)

Supernova-driven gas outflows can remove 
DM cusps and create kpc-size cores

So, is CDM just fine?
Pontzen & Governato+’14



m12q FIRE simulation

mb=5e3 M⦿/h ϵb=7 pc/h
mdm~2e5 M⦿/h ϵdm=100 pc/h



Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin ‘17

Impact of baryonic feedback on 
inner density profile

(Tollet+’16)

Fitts+’16;  Hopkins+’17



Diemand+06



Original Substructure Problem

Klypin+’99; Moore+’99



Illustris
2015



Abundance Matching (AM) 
technique

Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin ‘17



Substructure Problem Solved?

Garrison-Kimmel+’17
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin ‘17



No Missing Satellite Problem??

Garrison-Kimmel+’17; Graus+’18Kim+’18

Effects of tidal disruption Effects of galactic potential

40-50
ultra 
faint 

dwarfs

SDSS, Pan-STARRS, DES, MagLiteS,… 



Various Dark Matter

remains relativistic until late time, and 
erase structures at super-galactic scales.

becomes non-relativistic earlier, suppress 
perturbation at galactic or smaller scales.

(gravitino, steril neutrino,…?)

+ Fuzzy DM (axion-like)
(𝝼,…)

Thermal relic
e.g. WIMP 

standard QCD-axion (1µeV ~ 1meV)
(10GeV ~ 1TeV)



Maio & Viel ‘15

WDM 
Suppression of P(k) @ small scales

higher masslower mass



z=0

z=2

m=1 keV

Viel+’12



Ly-𝛼 forest constraint

1D flux 
power spec

Viel+’13

marginalize over 

6 cosmo param 


& T0, γ

using COSMOMC


against real obs data



WDM conclusions
• WDM models w/ ≲ 3keV have been explored —  

strong alternative candidate to CDM


• mdm ≳ a few keV seems more likely than < 1keV.


• Viel+13, Ly-a forest:  m>3.3 keV (2-σ),  Mh,min~2e8 M⦿ 


• Further study is needed with high-resolution and realistic 
SF & feedback models — e.g. impact of AGN feedback 
on small-scale power (van Daahlen+’11; Semboloni+’11) 



Rocha+’13;  Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin ‘17 

- WDM reduces the substructure, but keeps the cusp. 
- SIDM doesn’t reduce the abundance of substructure, but 

produces large const-density core 

CDM SIDM WDM



• non-thermal boson field (particularly scalar), non-rela, low-
momentum state as a cold BEC 

• m~10-22 eV, λde Broglie~1kpc, 

• suppresses halo formation @   

• halo abundance reduced at 

• forms a central core as a “soliton” (Schrödinger-Poisson eq.) 

• on large-scales, ≈ CDM

Fuzzy Dark Matter (FDM)

< 107
⇣ m

10�22eV

⌘�3/2
M�

Ultra Light Bosons,  Wave-like, Axion-like

Baldeschi+83; Kim ’87;  Sin+94; Hu+00; Marsh+14; Schive+14;  
Hui+17; Mocz+17; Robles+18; Zhang+18; .….

< 1010
⇣ m

10�22eV

⌘�4/3



Schive+14

Solitonic Core of FDM simulation

e.g.
for Fornax dSph gal.

for MW core

gravitationally bound 
solitonic core



Robles+18



Variety of  Dark Matter

remains relativistic until late time, and 
erase structures at super-galactic scales.

becomes non-relativistic earlier, suppress 
perturbation at galactic or smaller scales.

(gravitino, steril neutrino,…)

& FDM (axion-like)

& Gastrophysics
Thermal relic

e.g. WIMP, standard QCD-axion
Thermal relic

e.g. WIMP 
standard QCD-axion (1µeV ~ 1meV)

(10GeV ~ 1TeV)



Summary on small-scale problem

• `Small-scale problem’ might exist. 

• But, within the range that `astrophysics’ can solve.

• Missing satellite problem is quickly disappearing           
— opposite problem arising?  (SIDM better than WDM?)

• Need to understand the details of  WDM, SIDM, 
FDM on various scales w. the effects of feedback & 
astrophysics 

• How do we reflect the nature of elementary 
particles realistically to the simulations?


